Mommy says to Tom: "Your room is a mess. Please clean it. All you have to do is put the blocks in the basket, put your shoes under the bed, and your clothes in the closet. The books should be on the shelf, and the crayons in the box. When you're done, you can go outside and play."

Dave: I'm so tired, I'm going to take a nap.

Mom: When do you want me to wake you up?

Dave: Please let me sleep until I wake up by myself.

Mom: We eat dinner at 7 o'clock.

Dave: I know. I think I'll be awake by then.

Mom: If not, I'm sure your nose will wake you up.

Dave: And why is that?

Mom: Because I'm cooking your favorite dish!
Crossword

**Across → **
1. It shines in the sky
2. A small animal with 10 legs
3. A baby deer from the cinema
4. Smoke + fog
5. Smart
6. Not big
7. Another word for ‘no’
8. A cards game
9. An online journal
10. A tropical fruit
11. A part of the hand
12. A part of the hand
13. The 5th month
14. A very big bird
15. A short sleep
16. Not fast
17. One + one
18. Looks beautiful

**Down ↓**
1. It shines in the sky
2. A small animal with 10 legs
3. A baby deer from the cinema
4. Smoke + fog
5. Smart
6. Not big
7. Another word for ‘no’
8. A cards game
9. An online journal
10. A tropical fruit
11. A question word
12. Not here but far ...
13. The 5th month
14. A very big bird
15. A short sleep
16. Not fast
17. One + one
18. Looks beautiful

blog clever Bambi heron away May
kiwi poker what slow nope nap
small sun two crab arm pretty smog